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Abstract
In a continual learning system, the network has to dynamically learn new tasks from
few samples throughout its lifetime. It is observed that neuromodulation acts as a
key factor in continual and dynamic learning in the central nervous system. In this
work, the neuromodulatory plasticity is embedded with dynamic learning architectures. The network has an inbuilt modulatory unit that regulates learning depending
on the context and the internal state of the system, thus rendering the networks with
the ability to self modify their weights. In one of the proposed architectures, ModNet, a modulatory layer is introduced in a random projection framework. This layer
modulates the weights of the output layer neurons in tandem with hebbian learning.
Moreover, to explore modulatory mechanisms in conjunction with backpropagation
in deeper networks, a modulatory trace learning rule is introduced. The proposed
learning rule, uses a time dependent trace to automatically modify the synaptic connections as a function of ongoing states and activations. The trace itself is updated via
simple plasticity rules thus reducing the demand on resources. A digital architecture
is proposed for ModNet, with on-device learning and resource sharing, to facilitate
the efficacy of dynamic learning on the edge.
The proposed modulatory learning architecture and learning rules demonstrate
the ability to learn from few samples, train quickly, and perform one shot image classification in a computationally efficient manner. The ModNet architecture achieves
an accuracy of ∼91% for image classification on the MNIST dataset while training
for just 2 epochs. The deeper network with modulatory trace achieves an average
accuracy of 98.8%±1.16 on the omniglot dataset for five-way one-shot image classification task. In general, incorporating neuromodulation in deep neural networks
shows promise for energy and resource efficient lifelong learning systems.
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Chapter 1
Motivation

Humans have the ability to learn throughout their life-span and are able to adapt
to new environments and situations quickly. This capability of the brain to learn
and perform several tasks has inspired several researchers to delve into the brain’s
functionality, derive computational models, and develop systems capable of learning
on their own. Artificial neural networks try to take inspiration from the brain and have
proved to perform well on various tasks. For example, convolutional neural networks
[30, 38] have displayed beyond human-like performance for image recognition tasks,
recurrent neural networks [84, 24, 22, 67] have been able to perform classification,
prediction, and anomaly detection on temporal tasks, and few reinforcement learning
based systems [75, 72] are able to learn complex cognitive tasks and outplay humans.
However, the networks described above are able to perform efficiently for a narrow
set of well-defined tasks. These networks are not able to generalize or perform well
when exposed to either an entirely new data or environment [65, 8]. Compared to
the current networks, the learning mechanisms in brain are more robust and flexible.
The brain has certain mechanisms for dynamically adjusting its own parameters for
learning even when exposed to new environments. These mechanisms play a key role
in reacting and responding to stimulus based on the context in a quick and efficient
way.
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1.1

Thesis Statement

Biological brains are endowed with the capability to learn continually and efficiently.
Moreover, brains are able to perform all this while consuming minimal amounts of
energy. This leads us to exploring the brain’s functionality and understanding the
working mechanisms in the brain. It was observed across species, from human to
insects, that, in addition to synaptic plasticity, neuromodulation played a key role in
facilitation of learning in the brain[16]. The brain is able to decide when and where
it can modify its connectivity as a function of its incoming inputs and states via the
process of neuromodulation. Thus, inspiration from these modulatory mechanisms
is taken from the brain and introduced into artificial neural networks to potentially
solve the problem of lifelong learning. Lifelong learning as a concept is very broad
and thus can be split into several substrates which includes systems that are capable
of learning new tasks continually while being able to retain previously learned tasks,
learn quickly, and also on exposure to very few inputs, be able to formulate and
solve novel problems by adapting to the previously learned inputs. To have a system
capable of all these is difficult but a possible way to approach this problem is by
trying to solve one problem at a time.
The goal of this work is to develop computationally efficient dynamic learning
systems inspired from neuromodulatory mechanisms in the brain wherein a modulatory unit regulates the learning depending on the context and the internal state of
the system. Here, the internal state of the system refers to the activations of the
neurons in response to the current input. When we refer to dynamic learning, we
must distinguish between two possible cases: the first case refers to unsupervised
learning capabilities, by which the system itself evolves to maximize its ability to
discriminate between multiple inputs. The second case refers to reinforcement or
associative learning, where the system learns to discriminate its input based on a
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context, which can either be internal to the system or triggered by an external input,
such as a reinforcement signal. This work focuses on the second scenario. Consequently, in addition to implementing dynamic learning capabilities, our architecture
must have an attention component responsible for meta-learning: its main function
is to evaluate when, what, and how much to learn based on the context. When we
think of how to incorporate or design this, we take inspiration from the brain. The
brain inherently contains these learning mechanisms that can learn dynamically and
possess meta-learning capabilities. And hence, new learning rules that are inspired
by the brain are required. One such process, that is key to providing the ability to
perform complex cognitive tasks and dynamic learning, is neuromodulation. Neuromodulation is the physiological process by which a given neuron uses one or more
neurotransmitters to regulate a population of neurons. This contrasts with classical
synaptic transmission, in which one presynaptic neuron directly influences a single
postsynaptic partner. Neuromodulators secreted by a small group of neurons diffuse
through large areas of the nervous system thus affecting multiple neurons. Reports
have shown that neuromodulation affects synaptic plasticity, neural wiring and attention [33, 17]. Neuromodulation in neural networks can be defined as a mechanism by
which a neuron or a group of neurons depending on an internal or external stimulus
or context, regulate the learning in a population of neurons. This can occur on a
global or local scale that, the modulatory component can affect the entire population
as a common learning rate or can even affect individual neurons in the population
thus regulating the plasticity at the individual neuronal level.
Few researchers have incorporated the concept of neuromodulated plasticity into
their models for solving tasks in dynamic reward-based scenarios. Soltoggio et al.
proposed an architecture where they introduced the concept of modulatory neurons
that enhances or dampens the neural plasticity of target neurons to boost the memory
and learning capabilities. The concept of gated plasticity in [74] effectively tackled

3
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the problem of catastrophic forgetting and thus leads to more efficient learning. The
work in [52], shows that adding neuromodulatory plasticity mechanisms trained using
gradient descent show superior performance on reinforcement learning and non-trivial
supervised learning tasks like few shot learning, pattern memorization, and image
reconstruction. They explain that self-modifying capabilities in the brain play an
important role in learning and adaptation. Thus, this work shows that incorporating
these learning mechanisms along with architecture inspired from insects enables to
learn dynamically and from few samples in a computationally efficient fashion.

1.2

Thesis Contributions

The contributions of this work are:
• Incorporating two ways of using neuromodulation in neural networks. One architecture inspired from the insect brain in which modulation acts as a central
learning mechanism instead of using backpropagation. Second, in which modulation is used in conjunction with backpropagation to solve non-trivial one-shot
learning tasks in a resource and computationally efficient way.
• Adaptive learning rules with built-in attention mechanism thus providing the
capability to learn from few samples.
• A modulatory trace learning rule capable of learning from the context of the
input and the internal state of the system.
• A digital accelerator architecture inspired from the mushroom body in insects
ported onto an FPGA platform (Virtex-7) with resource sharing options to
achieve energy efficiency and enable on device learning.

4

Chapter 2
Related Work

This section will cover a description of feedforward random projection networks, the
role of neuromodulatory systems in the brain, the applications of random projection
networks and modulatory systems, and the basic concepts of neuromorphic design
that will be used for solving classification tasks using these methods.

2.1

Machine Learning

Machine learning is a field of artificial intelligence that gives computer systems the
ability to learn without the need of being explicitly programmed [68]. Machine learning explores algorithms which have primarily been used to perform classification,
regression, and prediction. A machine learning system, based on the input data and
history is able to hypothesize a complex relation between the input and the desired
output to perform the above specified tasks. There has been tremendous progress in
this field and several algorithms have been designed to perform exceptionally well for
certain kinds of tasks. But none of the algorithms or systems are as intelligent as the
human brain which is considered to be the most efficient cognitive system.
The machine learning community took inspiration from the brain to build cognitive and machine learning based systems. A class of algorithms known as artificial
neural networks (ANNs) emerged as a sub field in machine learning[49]. The ANNs
are inspired from the neural structure of the brain [63]. The ANNs are divided broadly
5
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into rate based and spike based neural networks [85]. Spiking neural networks are
models of ANNs that more closely mimic the neural networks in the brain. The
spiking neurons (integrate and fire neurons) accumulate the input spikes over time
and generate a resultant output spike when the membrane potential of the neuron
reaches a threshold [82, 44]. Rate based neural networks are based on computational
units that apply an”activation function” (usually non-linear), to a weighted sum of
the inputs.

2.2

Rate based feedforward neural networks

A rate based neural network can be considered as a composition of neurons, which
add the weighted input signals and pass the intermediate result through a non linear
threshold activation function to obtain the output.

Figure 2.1: A single rate based neuron

Figure 2.2: A single fully connected layer

These neurons can be further organized into layers, and the layers when stacked
together with atleast one hidden layer that does not generate the final output, form a
6
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network that is referred to as a deep neural network (DNN) [9]. Based on the connectivity of neurons among different layers, the deep neural networks can be classified
into feedforward and recurrent neural networks [39, 29]. And among the feedforward
and recurrent neural networks, the connections between the layers can either be sparse
or fully connected.
The feedforward neural networks are composed of only unidirectional forward connections between the layers, thus transmitting the information in one direction only
(most common example being the multi layer perceptron [64]). These connections are
always such that the data flow graph is a directed acyclic graph. These networks are
good at solving tasks in spatial domain like pattern recognition [30], dimensionality
reduction[79, 48], financial prediction[78], etc. However, in recurrent neural networks,
the connections can be multi-directional and these networks can have loops in them.
Due to their feedback or recurrent connections, the RNNs are good at learning temporal tasks.
In the case of feedforward neural networks, every layer is defined by its matrix of
weights W(k) and in some cases, a vector of bias b(k) . These layers accept an input
vector X(k−1) and generate an output vector X(k) . For a network with l layers, the
output of the network would be X(l) . The feedforward neural networks can be trained
using various learning rules [66, 6, 88], most common being backpropagation. Backpropagation, being shorthand for ”backward propagation of errors”, is a supervised
learning technique wherein the error is computed at the output layer and propagated
backwards across the layers to update the weights of the network [7]. Backpropagation which uses the gradient descent optimization algorithm updates the weights
of the neurons by calculating the gradient or the derivative of the loss function with
respect to the network output.
The backpropagation learning rule is widely used and has proved to be effective
and attain state of the art results for the problems of image recogniton[40, 27, 30],

7
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image captioning[87, 83], speech recognition [23], visual question answering [2, 31],
etc. But the problem with backpropagation is that it is computationally expensive
and trains only the optimizer for a certain task thus rendering it unhelpful where the
network has to learn and remember multiple tasks. Once the networks have trained
using backpropagation and the network weights have been learned, then any new
learning causes catastrophic forgetting. Hence, systems that could learn continually
need to be designed and hence new learning rules that take inspiration from the brain
are required.

2.3

Neuromodulation in brain

In the brain, the neurons are not connected to one another directly and at the end of
each neuron, a cleft known as synapse exists. Therefore, for the neurons to communicate with each other, the signals need to be transmitted along this space and the
process enabling this is known as neurotransmission. A neurotransmitter is released
when the axon potential of the neuron reaches a synapse. Depending on the type
of neurotransmitter, the receiving neuron can be in either excitatory or inhibitory
state. Neurotransmitters can sometimes cause an electrical signal to be transmitted
down the cell (excitatory), whereas in other cases, the neurotransmitter can actually
block the signal from continuing, thereby preventing the message from being carried
on (inhibitory).
Some of the neurotransmitters that have spatially distributed, temporally extended effects on the recipient neurons and circuits are called Neuromodulators [32].
The best examples of neuromodulators are dopamine, serotonin, noradrenaline (also
called as norepinephrine) and acetylcholine. Doya hypothesised the role of different
neuromodulators in the context of reinforcement learning in the brain. His hypothesis was as followed: Dopamine acts as the global control and learning signal for the
network for predicting rewards and reinforcement of actions. Serotonin modulates
8
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Figure 2.3: Example of neuromodulation in the brain [59]. The neuromodulators affect
and regulate the connectivity between the post and the pre synaptic neurons.

the balance between the short-term and long-term prediction of rewards. Similarly,
noradrenaline modulates the attention mechanism in the network in the sense that it
controls the balance between wide exploration and focused execution. Acetylcholine
handles the memory and controls memory storage and renewal of memory. It modulates the learning such that based on acetylcholine, learning new tasks and rate of
forgetting of previously learned tasks is handled. Following that, there have been
several other hypotheses on similar lines [5, 71, 58] regarding the functional role of
the neuromodulators in the brain. The central idea in most of the previous works
portrays the ability of neuromodulators to impact plasticity predominantly through
gating of plasticity and upregulation of neuronal activity. These features or effects
of neuromodulators are observed across multiple species not only including mammals
and reptiles but also insects.
There is active research towards understanding why smaller brains are highly capable of learning and cognition [54]. Despite having a brain that is a million-fold

9
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Figure 2.4: Example of dopaminergic modulation in an insect brain [14]

smaller than mammals, insects are able to exhibit almost half the distinct cognitive
behaviors as that of mammals [76, 11] (59 for honeybees compared to 123 for dolphins). For example, bees are able to build honeycombs and operate in swarms via
symbolic communication, wasps exhibit chemical communication, termite colonies
perform climate control, etc. The type of neural circuitry found in insect brains is
efficient in that it is able to exhibit complex cognitive behaviors similar to mammals
albeit with a lower resolution and reduced information processing [43]. Moreover,
cognitive ability does not necessarily come from more neurons but rather it is the
new links between different bundles of neurons that lead to tangible changes in behavior [13]. Models based on small brains can still offer a good baseline of intelligent
tasks. As shown in Fig. 2.4, neuromodulation plays an important role in learning in
these small or tiny brains of insects.
10
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The computational models for the role of these neuromodulators was designed in
the context of a reinforcement learning system. Also, the role of neuromodulators
and their functioning can be extended to the current artificial neural networks to
create lifelong learning or continual learning systems. These neuromodulators were
used to develop novel learning rules which learn on the go instead of trying to look
for a global minimum or get the optimum solution for a particular task using gradient
descent.

2.4

Lifelong Learning Systems

What is lifelong learning? Before looking into that aspect, lets ask the question what is
dynamic learning? Dynamic means constantly changing and being active. According
to Newell’s theory an an individual learning can be considered to be a dynamic
process in search for stabilization and response based on the environmental and task
constraints. Thus in this context, dynamic learning means the ability to actively
adapt to changes and learn from ongoing experience or context. Lifelong learning in
a way broadly envelopes the concept of dynamic learning and many other concepts
that enable a system to learn throughout lifetime and use the prior experience while
learning newer tasks.
When looking at the concept of lifelong learning from a human perspective, there
are certain observable characteristics that enable us to be lifelong learners and thus
make us superior than current machine learning systems. We humans can learn
effectively with a few examples because we have accumulated so much knowledge in
the past which enables us to learn with little data or effort. Furthermore, we are able
to discover new problems in the usage process of the learned knowledge or model.
This enables us to learn more and more continually in a self-motivated manner. We
can also adapt our previous knowledge to solve unfamiliar problems and learn in
the process [12]. Lifelong learning aims to achieve these capabilities and incorporate
11
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them into a single system under one hood. Since, this is a very difficult task, Lifelong
learning systems have not exactly been created but networks trying to show few
characteristics of lifelong learning have been proposed.
Traditional artificial neural networks have two phases or modes of operation. One
is the training phase where the network is fed in with multiple samples of input either
with or without labels or target outputs. The goal of this phase is to train and adjust
the parameters of the network for the provided sample space. Example - For teaching
a network to recognize handwritten digits, a dataset of images of different handwritten
digits is sent as input to the network and based on the expected output for a given
input, the weights of the network are adjusted. The next phase is the testing or
inference phase wherein the learned weights are kept fixed and, data similar to the
training set and unseen by the network is sent into it. But these systems cannot
perform well on tasks that require the network to learn continuously or when the
network is exposed to novel inputs having little to no correlation to the previously
learned ones.
Significant research has been done in the field of domain specific learning but
extensive work needs to be done in the field of developing robust lifelong learning
systems. The work in [56] shows the currently explored techniques towards developing continual learning systems. The key component of most of the lifelong learning
systems [1, 35, 42]worked on till now is solving catastrophic forgetting. The architecture proposed in [57], is a self organizing growing network structure. The proposed
architecture uses a hierarchy of recurrent neural networks that learn unsupervised representations of input sequences with increasing feature complexity. A similar growing
architecture is presented in [47], which tries to capture the idea of neurogenesis in the
human brain. In the human brain, neurons are generated continuously and new connections are formed (neural plasticity). These enable quick learning of new tasks and
robustly adaptation to new environments. The network tries to capture this feature
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and lets the network grow in size whenever a new task is encountered.

Figure 2.5: Example of incorporating modulatory dynamics in the conventional neural
network [74]

Enabling systems with lifelong learning requires the networks to update their hyperparameters based on the new inputs (on a processing scale) and having a control or
meta-learning mechanism on a higher level (on a modulatory scale) that determines
the balance for learning between the new tasks and the previously learned tasks. Few
researchers have incorporated the concept of neuromodulated plasticity into their
models for solving tasks in dynamic reward-based scenarios and meta learning. [74]
as shown in Fig. 2.5 proposed an architecture where they introduced the concept of
modulatory neurons that enhance or dampen the neural plasticity of target neurons
to boost the memory and learning capabilities. The concept of gated plasticity [74]
effectively tackled the problem of catastrophic forgetting and thus lead to more ef13
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ficient learning. Researchers have also explored looking at different portions of the
brain and developing continual and online learning models inspired from those. For
example, Jeff hawkins proposed Hierarchical Temporal Memory[21] as an online learning system which is inspired from the neocortex. Fearnet[34] is a continual streaming
learning algorithm that is inspired from the hippocampal region of the brain and it
focuses on memory replay mechanisms taking place in the brain.

2.5

Biologically plausible models

Lifelong learning is mediated by a rich set of neurocognitive mechanisms that together contribute to the development and specialization of our sensorimotor skills
as well as to the long-term memory consolidation and retrieval without catastrophic
forgetting[56]. This inspired researchers to create large scale model of brain [18], derive an architecture inspired from the neocortex of the brain [26, 25], use the plasticity
mechanisms in the brain [45], etc.
In the architecture proposed in [18], the authors present a spiking neuron model
of 2.5 million neurons that is directed to bridge the brain-behavior gap. Their model
embodies several neuroanatomical and neurophysiological constraints and has an architecture with the connectivity between different regions or logic blocks similar to
that in the brain. The authors in [26] proposed Hierarchical Temporal Memory(HTM)
as a theory that can be used to build a real intelligence (as claimed by the author).
HTM attempts at mimicking the structure and the function of the human neocortex.
The neocortex is the outer layer of the brain that is the cognitive powerhouse and is
mainly involved in performing tasks such as learning languages and perception. It is
composed of different regions or areas that work in the same principles. HTM tries
to emulate these common principles with the goal of developing intelligent machines
that can learn, predict, and adapt easily in the working environment. The paper [45]
exploited the fact of how higher dimensionality of neural representations existing in
14
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the brain along with the spiking behavior of neurons to develop a model called as
Liquid State Machine(LSM). This model projects the input to a higher dimensional
space (reservoir) and captures the activity of the reservoir to solve complex temporal
tasks.
Each of these models utilize the functioning or take inspiration from the brain in
their own unique way to solve several tasks. Hence, this gives the motivation to take
inspiration from the brain to create a lifelong learning system and utilize different
aspects of the brain to solve tasks.

2.6

One shot learning

Conventional deep neural networks are really good at learning from high dimensional
data like images or spoken language, but only when they have huge amounts of
labelled examples to train on. Humans on the other hand, are capable of one-shot
learning - if you take a human whos never seen a spoon before, and show them a
single picture of a spoon, they will probably be able to distinguish spoons from other
kitchen utensils with astoundingly high precision.
Hence, learning from few examples still remains a key challenge. The standard
supervised deep learning paradigm is unable to offer a satisfactory solution for learning new concepts rapidly from little data. Hence, there have been few works that
were particularly inclined towards solving this problem and have been able to achieve
good performance on one shot learning tasks. The Siamese network model [36], tries
to approach the problem of one shot learning by giving the model two samples and
then training it to guess whether the 2 samples belong to the same category or not.
Another approach to the one shot learning task is specified in Matching Networks
[81]. Matching Nets use novel attention mechanisms and embedding functions to enable rapid learning and train the network by showing only few examples per class.
They train the network by randomly selecting k labelled examples from N classes
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that haven’t previously been trained upon. The task is then to classify a batch of
unlabelled examples into one of these N classes. The model proposed in [53] currently
achieves state of the art performance for one shot learning tasks. The authors introduced temporal convolution(TC) and causal attention layers in the network, wherein
the TC layers provides the context over which the attention layers operate.
There have been few other works like Model-Agnostic Meta Learning for Fast
adaptation of Deep networks [20], that introduces a meta learning algorithm that can
be trained with any model with gradient descent and can be used to solve a variety of
problems like classification,regression and reinforcement learning. Few of the previous
works [17, 74] have explored the role of neuromodulation for meta learning and thus
help if formulating the idea of using neuromodulatory mechanisms as a way to achieve
one shot learning or few shot learning in a more efficient manner.

2.7

Other works

There are few other works, despite not being a lot inspired from the brain are yet
able to capture some features useful in designing a modulatory online learning system.
For solving basic image recognition tasks in real time, the concept of using random
weights and keeping them fixed helps in achieving fast training speeds. Moreover
in the brain, low dimensional representations can be more efficiently manipulated
for a variety of neural computations. And hence inputs are compressed to a lower
dimensional space and autoencoders are a type of neural networks that are good at
dimensionality reduction.

2.7.1

Extreme Learning Machine

The ELM is a single-layer feed forward neural network comprising three layers, namely
the input layer, hidden layer, and the output layer, as shown in Fig. 1. Each of
these layers are fully connected, with the input layer relaying information to the
16
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hidden layer, which is then sent to the output layer. The input is lifted to an Ndimensional space (N is the number of hidden layer neurons) where the spatial features
are extracted. The information from these features is processed by the output layer
for classification or regression. Only the output layer weights are trained, whereas the
hidden layer weights are randomly initialized and remain unchanged during training.
This enables a faster learning process that is computationally less intensive, thus
reducing the complexity of the hardware design.

Figure 2.6: ELM architecture for handwritten digits classification.

The output weights are updated as shown in Equation 2.1 and

∆w = α ∗ (Sigmoid(H) ∗ error)

(2.1)

where H is the hidden layer output matrix, α is the learning rate and error is given
by Equation 2.2,
error = (Y − Ŷ )

(2.2)

where Y and Ŷ are the actual and predicted output vectors respectively.. The ELM
algorithm does not require back propagation, which boosts the efficiency of the algorithm by decreasing the training time and makes it attractive for many real-time
applications. There are multiple ways of training the ELM network, one such method
is by using pseudoinverse. This method requires all the samples to be transferred to
the memory, leading to a memory bottleneck for datasets with larger size and in case
17
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of continual learning where the network would be exposed to new data continually.
Another common method to train the network is to use the Delta learning rule. The
ELM algorithm exploits randomness in the neural networks and is thereby known
for its swift and simple training methodology, hence finding application in problems
requiring real time training.
2.7.2

Autoencoders

An autoencoder[28] is a type of artificial neural network that learns the representation of data in an unsupervised fashion. An autoencoder has two parts, namely
the encoder and the decoder. The encoder learns to compress the data into a latent or feature space of reduced dimensionality and the decoder learns to decompress
the features to reconstruct the original input. This enables the autoencoders to be
used for reducing the dimensionality and hence are able to extract a rich compressed
feature vector. Researchers have worked on several types of autoencoders for either
dimensionality reduction or image reconstruction. Researchers have worked on several types of autoencoders for learning different tasks like denoising [80], learning the
symbolic representation of the image[60], adding variations to the input image[46]
and extracting a feature rich representation.

Figure 2.7: Architecture of an Autoencoder

The autoencoders have an encoder function h=f(x) and a decoder that produces
18
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a reconstruction r=g(h). The autoencoder model does not learn to copy the input
perfectly (g(f(x)=x ), instead it is forced to prioritize which aspects of the input
should be copied, it often learns useful properties of the data. This feature has led to
autoencoders being significantly used for dimensionality reduction and thus finding
applications where information retrieval is necessary. Also, this is supported by the
fact that in our brain, the inputs from the visual cortex are usually compressed to a
low dimensional representation[18] and thus lead to efficient manipulation for various
neural computations.

2.8

Role of dimensionality

As described in [18], the number of cells in the visual hierarchy gradually decreases
from the primary visual cortex to the inferior temporal cortex which signifies that the
information is being compressed from a higher dimensional image space to a lower
dimensional feature space. This compression of the input is found to be inherently
important because low dimensional representations provide the ability to be efficiently
manipulated for performing various neural computations. This step also acts an filter
which extracts the important and relevant features received from the input space.
In order to solve even some basic problems, researchers looked into the brains
of the insects on how their brain functions while solving basic tasks when left in an
environment. This might seem trivial but current state of the art networks cannot
work as effectively as insects in changing environments due to the problem of catastrophic forgetting. The insects, need to choose adaptive behaviors and remember
the outcomes with associate with the stimuli they encounter to have the ability to
survive in a dynamic environment. Mushroom body output neurons were observed to
control and encode the valence, and control the action selection mechanism based on
the previous memory [3]. When the mushroom body output neurons were observed
in the insect brain, a vast increase in the population of neurons or a sparse fan out
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architecture was noted. These sparse inputs are projected to an output space whose
neurons used to cross inhibit each other [70]. In the mushroom body output neurons,
dopaminergic modulation selectively alters the balance within those neurons.
Neuromodulation plays its own role of encoding context and making decisions
based on that but since it does not particularly encode the identity of stimuli, in that
case dimensionality becomes important. Therefore, high dimensional representations
become important in this context. It has been observed that Model circuits that rely
on such high-dimensional representations can generate very rich dynamics and solve
complex tasks [61]. Moreover the work in [61] have found neural representations to
be high dimensional and directly tied it to performance in animals. They noted that
having higher dimensional representations decreased the error in trials for recall tasks
in monkeys. This idea of having high dimensions is incorporated in standard machine learning systems like Support Vector Machines and also in some brain inspired
methods like reservoir computing.
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Chapter 3
Methodology

This section covers different approaches designed and analyzed for developing a simple
modulatory learning system. The proposed algorithms try to incorporate the structural and functional properties from the mushroom body in the insect brain. This
section initially covers the approaches explored and builds up on these approaches
towards realizing the proposed neuromodulatory architecture and algorithms. The
first approach is inspired from the concept of sparse representation in the hidden layer
in the mushroom body output neurons in insects. This approach divides the sparse
dimension into blocks of smaller regions and selects the regions that are actively
contributing to learning the present task and filters out those regions which are not
useful. The next approach involves adding a modulatory context to the conventional
deep networks that are trained using backpropagation. The networks in both the
approaches take the decisions based of a modulatory signal being propagated as a reward signal to the hidden layer. Finally, an architecture and learning rule is designed
that incorporates components from the aforementioned approaches, is proposed.

3.1

Region based Attention Mechanism

This architecture is inspired from the concept of sparse representation in the mushroom body output neurons (MBONs) in the arthropods. The algorithm implements
an attention mechanism in the hidden layer to select more active regions while filtering
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the less active ones and thus enables greater differentiation while classification. The
architecture includes a single hidden layer feedforward network with the dimension
of the hidden layer being much greater than the input layer. This design is inspired
from the connectivity patterns in the mushroom body of the insects[3]. The antennal
lobe projections are sparsely represented by the Kenyon cells which correspond to the
the inputs being lifted to a sparser hidden space.
The input layer is fully connected to the hidden layer via fixed weighted connections. The hidden layer is divided into multiple regions based on a scaling factor
wherein every region is connected to the input layer via weights initialized with different random distributions. Every region in the hidden layer is also activated by
different activation functions.
Sparse representations help increase the separability of features in the input and is
thus useful in classification. On the contrary, even among shallow networks, when the
inputs are projected to low dimensional hidden space, comparable accuracy is attained
on smaller datasets. Hence, this leads to the intuition that in shallow networks with
sparse or large hidden layers, there would be selective neurons or blocks of neurons
actively contributing towards learning. This lead to the idea that certain regions can
be enough for solving a particular task and thus enables adaptability of the network
to new tasks or when the network is exposed to novel data.

3.1.1

Algorithm

The network as shown in Fig. 3.1 comprises of three layers, namely the input layer,
hidden layer and the output layer. In order to enable faster training, only the hidden
to output layer weights are trained while the input to hidden layer weights are kept
fixed. The hidden layer is divided into regions based on a scaling factor α. Every
region has a similar yet modified activation and the inputs are connected to each
region via weights having different random initialization and distribution. For exam-
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ple, modified activation of a function like sigmoid would correspond to Sigmoid (x/n),
where n is a variable and regulates the range of the Sigmoid function. The idea
behind having modified neuronal types in the regions in the hidden layer is to have
a richer extraction of features from the given input. The modified activations makes
the neurons susceptible to changes in the input at different levels. As explained with
respect to the sigmoid activation function, having a greater value of n will increase
the spread of the values for the activation. Thus having increased spread in the activation might be able to look at the higher level features for the given task. The
reason for selecting different random distributions for the connections is to ensure
maximum separability in the neuronal activity in the regions.
The hidden layer is fully connected to the output layer. Each region is associated
with its own activity factor (An ) which basically keeps track of the activation of the
neurons in that respective region.
Region 1
Random
Initialization
(Region 2)

A[0]

Output Weights
(Region 1)

‘
‘

Random
Initialization
(Region 2)

Input Layer
(Size : M)

‘
A[1]

Region 2
Hidden Layer
(Size : H)

Output Weights
(Region 2)

Output Layer
(Size : N)

Figure 3.1: The hidden layer is divided into different regions with each region having the
same but modified activation function. The activity factor of each region determines the
strength of the region in learning and selectively filters out the inactive regions.
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During training, the input features are lifted into a higher dimensional hidden layer
which is responsible for extracting the spatial features. The features are processed
through non-linear activation functions in the hidden layer depending on the number
of regions. The processed features are passed to the output layer where the neurons
are sigmoid activated. The weighted activations from the output layer are compared
with the one hot encoded label to compute the error. The algorithm uses simple delta
based learning rule to update the weights but has an additional parameter, activity
factor (A), responsible for modulating and regulating the change of weights. The
hidden layer activations are measured according to the Equation 3.1.
X
H = sigmoid(
wij xj )

(3.1)

, where H (the hidden layer activations) is the weighted sum of the input pixels being
fed into the network. The weighted sum of these activations is measured to compute
the output of the network at the output layer. Then based on the error obtained
at the output layer, only the output weights are updated. The network is trained
using gradient descent while keeping the input weights fixed. The output weights are
updated according to the Equation 3.2.

∆wik = ei xij ,

(3.2)

where ei is the error computed at the ith output neuron and xij is the activation of
the hidden layer neuron connected by the weight.
While training, the activities of the neurons in different regions are measured and
a normalised average of neurons in every region is computed. The activities of the
regions are periodically computed after training through a batch of samples. If aik is
the activation value of a neuron in kth region, then the average activity factor of the
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region is given by Equation 3.3.

Ak =

1
amax

P

aik

N

(3.3)

, where amax is the maximum activation value in the given region and N represents
the number of hidden neurons in the region. Based on this activity factor, the weights
of every region are further updated according to the Equation 3.4.

0
∆wik
= wik − Ak ∗ ∆wik

(3.4)

Ak controls the rate of change in synaptic strength and boosts the strength of the
connections for the more active regions. If the activity (Ak ) is less than a threshold
value δ, then the weights of the neurons in those regions are updated according to
the Equation 3.5.

0
∆wik
=





wik − |Ak ∗ ∆wik | when wik > 0




wik + |Ak ∗ ∆wik | when wik < 0






0
when wik = 0

(3.5)

As shown in Equation 3.5, in the regions with less average activity or smaller
activity factor, the connections of the neurons in those regions are inhibited and the
weights are made to converge to 0 thus making those regions more sparse.
Thereby, the training of the network with region based attention mechanism is as
follows:
• Calculate the hidden layer activations and the output layer activations.
• Compute the error at the output layer followed by the update of the output
weights.
• Calculate the activity factors of different regions after training through few
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samples.
• Select the regions with most activity and regions with lower/lesser activity.
• Increase the rate of synaptic weight update in the active regions.
• Identify the poorly performing regions or lesser active regions.
• Make the weights in the poorly performing regions sparse and try to converge
the weights to 0.
The region based attention mechanism is able to improve the accuracy of the
network on classification task on the MNIST dataset. For the same hidden layer
size of 1000, the region based attention mechanism improved the accuracy by 3%
from 92.2% for the network learning without attention to 95.6% for the one incorporating this mechanism with a scaling factor of 5.Moreover, it is able to filter out
1 region during training, and dropping out almost 25% of the connections. Thus,
the attention mechanism is able to determine active and inactive regions but for enabling dynamic learning, a selective mechanism through which, actively contributing
and non-contributing neurons need to be selected. Now on top of this, a learning
rule which updates the weights of the network via a modulatory context is required.
Modulation can enable in learning multiple tasks across different regions and by being
able to control the activity factor based on an external context. Hence, the design of
an architecture that learns via modulatory neuronal interactions rather than propagating the error backwards to find the global minimum is explored which will be
discussed in the next chapter.

3.2

Modulatory context based processing

One way to train the network is by using plastic rules controlled with a modulating
factor but an alternative way to train the networks to perform non trivial tasks is by
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using modulation as an enabler for networks training via gradient descent mechanisms.
The idea behind this approach is to train the network based on a modulatory context
which will act as a meta learning parameter for the weight update.
Input

Convolutional
Embedding

Context
Modulatory
Plasticity

Decision
+
Internal
State

Figure 3.2: The input is passed through a convolutional embedding and at the final layer,
based on the activations from the feature layer and the output layer, the network determines
the context and modulates the plasticity of those connections.

One way to realize this idea is by providing meta labels as the modulatory context
and the other way is by adding a plastic component to the network as shown in Fig.
3.2. This is done by adding a modulatory trace to the existing connectionist network
and training the network with that specified modulatory trace using backpropagation.
The general formulation behind this idea is specified in the Equation 3.6.

X
y = σ( [wij + δij M odij ]xi ),

(3.6)

where, the δij is the modulatory plasticity coefficient, σ corresponds to the activation
function and the Modij is the modulatory trace that has a Hebbian plasticity component along with a modulatory factor that is updated during the training procedure.
Adding this plastic component to the network introduces flexibility and meta learning capabilities in the network. Since, modulation occurs at every level in the brain,
showing the capabilities of modulatory dynamics for solving few aspects of lifelong
learning like few shot learning, meta learning and selective attention opens up an
interesting domain of research.
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3.3

Proposed Neuromodulatory Architecture

The proposed architecture derives its inspiration from the mushroom body in the insects and the learning mechanism is inspired from the neuromodulatory mechanisms
in the brain. The concept of neuromodulation involves the role of a neuron or a
group of neurons controlling/regulating the synaptic strength of a large population of
neurons via the release of neurotransmitters that either have a temporally extended
or spatially distributed effects on the recipient neurons. The neuromodulators closely
affect synaptic plasticity, neural wiring and the mechanisms of Long Term Potentiation (LTP) and Long Term Depression (LTD). As a result of this, the realisation
that Hebb’s synapse is not the only way for synaptic modification [15] has led to
growing focus on modulatory dynamics. Studies on mollusks and insects [10, 62]
have shown that besides the Hebbian syanpse, neuromodulatory mechanisms have
also been responsible for associative learning and synaptic changes.
With several modulatory dynamics involving different chemicals, stimuli, brain
areas and functions, a unique working mechanism for neuromodulation has not been
identified yet. However, Bailey et al. suggests that heterosynaptic modulation is
essential for stabilising Hebbian plasticity and memory. The work in [4] outlines the
nonlinear effect of modulatory signals that leads to durable and more stable synaptic
configurations. It is a result of neuromodulation coupled with pre-synaptic stimuli,
that further results in the activation of transcription factors and protein synthesis
during synaptic growth. The idea is that the synaptic growth that occurs in the
presence of modulatory chemicals is long lasting i.e. has a substantially longer decay
time than the same growth in absence of modulation.
Hence, the learning rule proposed in this architecture derives from the aforementioned heterosynaptic mechanisms and uses the concept of Hebbian plasticity for the
synaptic weight update. The pre-synaptic and post-synaptic neurons determine the
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polarity of the connection while the modulatory neurons regulate the rate at which
the weight is updated.
In the mushroom body in insects, the mushroom body output neurons (MBONs)
in the Drosophila plays a key role in discriminating between stimuli, learning their
predictive value and further using that knowledge to modify their behavior [3]. Also,
dopaminergic modulation alters the balance within the MBON network for those
stimuli. Moreover, in the mushroom body, the sensory stimuli are sparsely represented
by 2000 Kenyon cells which further converge onto 34 output neurons (MBONs) of
21 types.
The proposed network architecture takes inspiration from this and the system
thus derives an architecture wherein the antennal lobe projection neurons (sensory
stimuli) correspond to the input layer in the network. These antennal lobe neurons
are sparsely represented in the Kenyon cells and a similar property is used in the
proposed design wherein the inputs are randomly projected into a sparse hidden
space. Sparsity ensures greater feature separability and distinctive representation of
the inputs. The Kenyon cells then converge into multiple MBONs and the plasticity
of those connections is regulated by neuromodulation based on stimuli. Similarly, in
the proposed network, the hidden layer is fully connected to the output layer and the
plasticity of those connections is regulated by a modulatory layer. This modulatory
layer is error driven, in the sense that it takes in error calculated at the output layer
as the input and thus regulates the plasticity of the hidden to output layer weights.
The network consists of two units, namely the processing unit that is responsible
for learning the features and the distinctive representations and the neuromodulatory
layer is responsible for learning the context. The processing unit has a hidden and
output layer that are both sigmoidally activated. The error is calculated at the output
layer by comparing the one hot encoded label to the highest activated output neuron.
The output neuron basically have a set of two activations each, namely the standard
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Neuromodulation
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Figure 3.3: The neural circuit formed between the antennal lobe projection neurons,
Kenyon cells and lateral horn MBONs(left) in the mushroom body of insects is akin to the
ModNet network architecture proposed.

activation and the modulatory activation. The standard activation is computed from
the weighted sum of the products of hidden activations and the hidden to output
layer weights. The modulatory activations are computed as a result of weighted sum
of the modulatory activations to the modulatory weights. The standard activations
directly affect the output of the network while the modulatory activations indirectly
affect the output i.e. they play a role in affecting what the output of the network
would be.

3.3.1

Algorithm/Learning Rule

A modulatory network as shown in Fig.3.4, ModNet, with a new learning rule that
involves regulation of the plasticity in the hidden to output layer weights by a neuromodulatory unit is presented. The input features are lifted onto a higher dimensional
hidden layer which extracts the spatial features. This is inspired from the mushroom
body output neurons in insects in which moving to a sparse layer increases the di30
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Figure 3.4: The training procedure in ModNet involves calculation of the activations in
the hidden and output layers. This is followed by calculation of error and then the standard
and the modulatory weights are updated.

mensionality of the inputs and makes the features more separable. These features are
processed through a non-linear activation function at the hidden layer and learned
at the output layer through a sigmoid neuron. The learning error from the output
neurons, with respect to a one hot encoded label as input, are passed as inputs to
the modulatory layer. The modulatory neurons then compensate the error with an
update in the trainable weights from the hidden to output layer neurons.
The standard and the modulatory activations are calculated as shown in (3.7) and
(3.8).
Ai = Sigmoid

Mi =

X

X

wij xj

0 0
wij
xj



(3.7)

(3.8)

where wij corresponds to the hidden to output layer weights from the ith neuron in
the output layer to the j th neuron in the hidden layer, and xj corresponds to hidden
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Figure 3.5: The output neuron has two sets of activations being calculated. The standard
activations perform thee main processing and have a direct effect on the output of the
network while the modulatory activations are used for the weight update.

0
layer activations. wij
corresponds to modulatory weights from the ith neuron in the

output layer to the j th neuron in modulatory layer and x0j correspond to inputs to
modulatory neurons respectively. Once the activations are calculated, both sets of
weights are updated as shown in (3.9) and (3.12).

∆wij = Sigmoid(Mi /nij ) × δij

(3.9)

The weight update equation has two components with the first part being the magnitude component and δij being the plasticity and direction term. In (3.9), nij is
a scaling parameter that is tuned while training. The plasticity term δij is realized
according to (3.10),

δij = ηij (β1 xi xj + β2 (xj − xi ) + β3 )

(3.10)
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where ηij is the adpative learning parameter that is updated while training, and β1 ,
β2 , and β3 are tunable parameters for the network. The weight update equation
has a correlation term β1 , a difference termβ2 and a constant term β3 as a bias.
The constant term allows for update of the synapse even in absence of pre or post
synaptic activation. The polarity of ηij is changed based on the difference between
the activations and the polarity of the connecting weight. Hence in this learning rule,
the modulatory component regulates the magnitude of the rate of weight change
and the plasticity component determines whether to increase or decrease by that
magnitude for the given connection. This term selects and strengthens the set of
connections contributing towards learning a particular task. The adaptive learning
rate ηij changes values based on a set of conditions. At the output neuron, there are
the following cases:
• If the output neuron which spikes is the correct predicted output or (predicted
output is the actual output), then:
– Check the pre-synaptic neurons which are highly activated for the provided
input.
– Check the polarities of the weights connecting the highly activated neurons.
– Increase and decrease those weights at a higher rate for those neurons.
– Check for the pre-synaptic neurons that are less active.
– Decrease their rate of weight change.
– At the output layer, inhibit the other neurons whose activation is closer to
the predicted output neuron.
• At the output neuron, if the predicted neuron is not the actual output, then
– Check the pre-synaptic neurons which are highly activated for the provided
input.
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– Check the polarities of the weights connecting the highly activated neurons.
– Penalize the weights connecting the active pre-synaptic neurons to the
predicted output neuron. (In this case , reduce the value of the positive
weights and increase the value of the negative weights.
– Look at the correct output neuron and increase the rate of weight change
for the positively reinforcing pre-synaptic neurons.
– Inhibit the predicted neuron and any other neuron with greater activation
than the target output neuron.
The aforementioned conditions are satisfied based on the change in the adaptive
learning rate and changing the range of the sigmoid in the magnitude component. To
meet the requirements of all the conditions specified above, a basic way to do that
is by having different cases and toggling the value of ηij based on that, but a more
efficient way to do this is by using the error at that neuron which can directly alter
the polarity and update the weight based on the classification output. The adaptive
learning rate is updated according to the Equation 3.11.

ηij = ηin

ei
,
xi

(3.11)

where ηin correspond to the initial value of the learning rate set as a hyperparameter
and ei and xi correspond to the error and the activation at the observed output
neuron. In the case when ei or xi are 0, then the ηij is set to ηin . Having the output
activation as a divisive factor enables a more optimized rate of change in learning
rate based on how far it is from actually learning the correct associations. Moreover
the same equation is used for updating the modulatory weights as well with the error
and the activation terms switching positions.
This mechanism is similar to attention mechanism in neural networks. The magnitude term that depends on the modulatory interactions, is also affected by the division
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term which changes the dynamic range of the sigmoid by flattening the curve. The
value n is toggled to either 1,2 or 4 considering the ease of implementation for the
FPGA where dividing in factors of 2 can be performed by the shift operations. The
modulatory weights are updated according to the (3.12),

0
∆wij
= ηij0 (scale)

(3.12)

where ηij0 is an adaptive learning parameter and scale is a tunable magnitude parameter.
The adaptive learning rate for updating the modulatory weights is regulated based
on whether an increase in the rate of weight change for the output neuron is required
or not. So, in this case, if the increase in rate in required, then for different cases, in
the case,
• The predicted output neuron is the target neuron:
– At the predicted neuron, the modulatory weight for the mapped neuron is
increased.
– The rest of the modulatory weights are decreased unless the error/input
to the modulatory neuron is below a certain threshold.
– At the other neurons, where the rate of weight change is needed to increased, the weights are adjusted to ensure a higher value of Mi .
– For the neurons which are already less active and the rate of weight change
needs to be decreased, the modulatory weights connecting those inputs
having lower value are increased thus lowering the value of Mi .
• In the case when the predicted output neuron is not the target output neuron:
– At the predicted neuron, the modulatory weight for the mapped neuron is
decreased by a much greater value than the other weights.
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– The rest of the modulatory weights are increased unless the error/input to
the modulatory neuron is below a certain threshold. Moreover, the weight
for the neuron mapped to the target output is increased by a higher value.
– For the other neurons, where the rate of weight change is required to be
increased, the weights are adjusted to ensure a higher value of Mi .
– For the neurons which require to be inhibited and the rate of weight change
needs to be decreased, the modulatory weights connecting those inputs
having smaller value are increased thus decreasing the value of Mi .
The weight update rule follows simple Hebbian based learning wherein the rate of
weight change is either enhanced or dampened depending on whether the hidden layer
neuron is contributing towards learning. The proposed learning rule that depends on
activations enables dynamic learning in the system with exposure to only few samples.

3.3.2

Modulatory plasticity in deep networks

ModNet architecture shows one way of introducing modulatory dynamics to a network
and training it via those modulatory and plastic learning rules. But the problem with
ModNet is that being a shallow network, the capabilities of ModNet is limited to
solving simpler classification tasks. However, the use of a gradient descent mechanism
like backpropagation in neural networks has shown to achieve spectacular results in
solving complex tasks. Thus, it would be interesting to add modulatory plasticity
to these non plastic backpropagation based neural networks. This way, not only will
the weights be optimized while training via backpropagation but, also the plasticity
in each connection is updated via neuromodulation. To test the advantage of having
neuromodulated plasticity in the context of lifelong learning, the task of performing
efficient one-shot and few-shot learning is considered.
The whole idea behind this concept is that biological agents such as mammals
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or insects possess the ability to learn quickly and efficiently from experience and
often exposure to a novel input once is enough for them to understand and learn.
Endowing this capability of lifelong learning to artificial neural networks is essential
for understanding novel and unpredictable features at the time of training. Since, in
the brain learning occurs through the process of modulated synaptic plasticity or in
easier terms plasticity that is regulated by neuromodulators, which control the rate of
strengthening and weakening of connections for either a group of neurons or just one
neuron. Hence, implementing this idea allows the approach of modulated plasticity
to train large networks for solving complex and non trivial tasks.
Thus, to train a modulatory network with backpropagation, a formulation is considered in which each connection has a standard component and a modulatory component. This formulation is inspired from the work in [50], wherein the author considers
the network to have a fixed and a plastic component for training. Hence, the connection between any neuron i in layer l and another neuron j in layer l-1 will have
a regular connecting weight wij which constitutes the standard component, and a
modulatory trace Modij which changes based on the current inputs and outputs to
the network. Thus the total weight of the connection between any two neurons is
given by the sum of the regular weight and the modulatory trace. This is specified in
Equation 3.13.

Wtot = [wij + δij M odij ],

(3.13)

where δij is the modulatory learning factor that can be either constant for all
the connections or different for each. The role of the modulatory trace is to perform
heterosynatic weight update of the connections in the network. Hence the output
activation is computed as a sum of products passed through a non-linear activation
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function of the input activations and the Wtot as represented in Equation 3.14.

xout = σ(

X

[wij + δij M odij ]xin ),

(3.14)

inputs

where xout corresponds to the output activation value and xin corresponds to the
input activations feeding into the output neuron. Here, σ corresponds to the non
linear activation function and the inputs correspond to the input activations from the
previous layer.
The modulatory trace is a time dependent quantity for the connections in the
network. The trace is updated based on the input and the output activations and
a modulatory context which is responsible for handling the memory in the network.
The modulatory trace is computed according to the Equation 3.15.

M odij (t) = M odij (t − 1) + αij (xout (xin − xout M odij (t − 1))),

(3.15)

where Modij (t) currently computed trace value and Modij (t-1) corresponds to the
initial trace value or the trace value for the previous iteration.The modulatory trace
is initialized to zero at the beginning of the each epoch or episode. The parameters
wij and δij are trained across all the training epochs and episodes. These parameters
are updated and optimized using backpropagation during the training process. αij is
defined by the Equation 3.16.

αij = γσ 0 ([

X

xout ]/n),

(3.16)

outputs

where σ 0 is the non linear activation function, sigmoid in this case and n is the
number of output neurons in the layer and γ is a hyperparameter to regulate the
rate of update. The outputs correspond to all the output activations. The α term
appears as the modulatory context term which thus trains the network to form stable
memories for a certain duration.
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The parameter α determines the speed at which new information is incorporated
into the trace and the plastic component of the network while δ determines the
magnitude of effect of the trace on the respective connection. The Modij term or the
trace is accumulated over time but gated by the modulatory context term and the
output activation. The Modij term is an episodic quantity, in the sense that it is reset
to zero after every training episode. The modulatory context term and the weights
are lifetime quantities as they are updated throughout the training procedure. So,
the network trains as follows:
• The inputs are sent into the baseline Convolutional Neural Network and the
outputs are encoded in a one hot encoded format with the target label having
the value 1.
• The output activations at the softmax layer are computed and the cross entropy
loss is calculated at the output layer.
• Initially modulatory trace is set to zero, but then it is updated based on the
previous trace value and the output and input activations.
• Optimize the weights and the modulatory learning factor by backpropagation
using gradient descent.
• At the end of every episode, reset the modulatory trace to zero while keeping
the weights and δ terms intact and updating them throughout episodes.
The modulatory trace in the output layer allows for stable memories, thus enabling
the connections to learn the associations between the inputs during the episode. This
corresponds to the short term effect of the trace while training during the episode. The
modulatory context term regulates the long term effect of the trace on the connections
in the sense that, being a lifetime parameter, the context term encodes how much
the heterosynaptic update is required for the given task or episode. This learning
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mechanism is thus able to perform competitively on the one shot learning task on the
Omniglot dataset. This can be attributed to the long term and short term effects of
the heterosynaptic mechanisms on the network that are responsible for understanding
the context and regulating the response to the encoded context.
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RTL Design

Prior to designing the digital implementation of the proposed architecture, the ModNet is first emulated in software to identify the ideal configurations for the network’s
RTL implementation. Few of the aspects of the design involve generating a non repetitive random distribution using the LFSRs, selecting the precision required for the
fixed point implementation of the network and also comparing the performance of
the emulated design to its software counterpart.
Modulatory Layer (NM)
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Figure 4.1: High-level RTL block diagram of the ModNet. The inputs are broadcast to the
hidden layer from an external memory. The activation values of the output of the hidden
layer neurons are computed. The output layer neurons are measured and the computed
error is passed to the modulatory layer via a one-to-one mapping, which in turn updates
the hidden layer’s synaptic weights.
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The neural network is built as a scalable hierarchical design with multiple building
blocks and units. The high-level block diagram of the ModNet is shown in Fig. 4.1.
It has three functional units that are incorporated into four layers. The hidden layer
and the input layer comprise the hidden activation unit which reads the input and
generates the hidden layer activations. The output layer computes the predicted
response of the network. While training, this layer is responsible for calculating the
error and is part of the error compute unit. The modulatory layer computes the
activations in order to update the hidden to output layer weights and the modulatory
weights. All the processes for weight modification take place in the weight update
unit.

4.0.1

Low level modules

The ModNet architecture is tested for the configuration of 100x1000x100 which corresponds to 100 input, 1000 hidden and 10 output and modulatory neurons. Key
features of the emulated design include:
• Random Number Generation - The design implements a custom LFSR
for generating the random weights[91]. The LFSR’s operation is optimized by
altering the seed value and toggling of bits to obtain a non repetitive uniform
random distribution among different hidden neurons. The custom LFSR is
designed as a 16-bit LFSR with XOR operation performed on bits 16, 15, 13
and 4 to obtain the feedback value as shown in Equation 4.1. These 4 bits are
selected upon scanning various combinations of the feedback bits to attain non
skewed random number generation. The LFSR is seeded with a value of 575
incremented in steps of multiples of 575 for every hidden neuron. Once it crosses
the limit, an additional multiple factor based on the hidden neuron number is
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added and used as the seed value.

f eedback = q4 ⊕ q13 ⊕ 15 ⊕ 16

(4.1)

• Activation Function - The sigmoid function is implemented using a piece-wise
linear approximation function. The sigmoid takes in a n-bit input and generates
a m-bit output, where m is specified by the bit-precision and n is calculated
by 2*m. This is an n-bit signed input to the sigmoid and the output is a mbit signed value wherein the max value corresponds to 1 and the least value
corresponds to 0. The figure represents the block for the sigmoid activation
function.
• Fixed Point Representation - A signed 2’s- complement fixed-point representation is adopted. If a and b are integer and fractional parts respectively,
then Z = a + b + 1 represents all the quantities. All the weights and the input
pixels are converted to an m-bit fixed point representation such that m-2 bits
are used for the fractional part, one bit is used for the decimal part, and one
bit is used for the sign. The n-bit inputs for the sigmoid are distributed in (1,
n-m+1, m-2) format considering the fractional number of bits to be constant.
The accuracy is calculated by comparing the index of the maximum value of
the output layer to the label.

4.0.2

Hidden Activation Unit

The hidden activation unit is responsible for computing the hidden layer outputs and
activations. The architecture for the hidden activation unit is presented in Fig. 4.2.
Initially, the output weights and the modulatory weights are sequentially generated
using an LFSR and stored in the block RAM. The streaming input pixels are first
stored in the block RAM before being sent to the hidden layer. These buffered pixels
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are sequentially broadcast to the hidden layer neurons.
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Figure 4.2: RTL diagram of the hidden activation unit. It broadcasts the input pixels to
the hidden layer neurons and calculates the hidden layer neurons’ output activation values.

The hidden layer neurons are instantiated in parallel and their outputs are arranged in a pipelined fashion. Every hidden neuron has an LFSR and a MAC unit
defined within it. The input pixels are sequentially broadcasted to the hidden layer
at every clock cycle. Since the input to the hidden layer weights are fixed, instead of
storing the weights, the weights are generated on the fly using the LFSRs present in
the hidden layer neurons. The LFSR inputs to the hidden neurons are given according
to the equation 4.2.

LF SR temp = (LF SR SEED V ALU E) ∗ (neuron id + lf sr update + 1)

(4.2)

The LFSR generates a random number at every clock cycle and the streaming
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inputs are multiplied with the randomly generated weights. Every hidden neuron
has a LFSR with a different seed value which is a function of the hidden neuron
number and the initial base seed value. The input to hidden layer weights which
remain fixed during the training and testing process are thereby not stored in memory
and instead generated on the go while streaming input pixels. When the last pixel
for an image arrives, the product of inputs and the weights are accumulated and
then passed through a nonlinear activation function (e.g.: Sigmoid). These hidden
activation values are sent to a block RAM in a pipelined fashion. The design choice
of generating weights saves a lot in term of memory utilization and also latency since
accessing data from memory requires one cycle. The design choice to pipeline the
outputs helps significantly reduce the routing resources as a trade-off for increased
number of cycles to get the hidden layer output activations.
A piece-wise linear version [89] of the Sigmoid activation function used in this
design is represented by (4.3). This approximation is implemented using adders and
shifters and is resource efficient as no division and exponential operations are required.
The implementations in [77] involve structural models of sigmoid which have very
low quantization error (of nearly 0.33% and 0.17% based on bit precision) but they
cannot be used for custom bit precision thus being unable to be applied for scalable
and reconfigurable designs. This implementation is known as a centered recursive
interpolation of sigmoid function which despite having a higher quantization mean
error of (2.41%) with mean negative error of 4.68% and mean positive error of 0.14%
is resource friendly and can be used in a scalable reconfigurable design.

Sigmoid(x) =





0,





when x ≤ −2

x
+ 12 , when − 2 < x < 2
4






1,
when x ≥ 2

(4.3)

The size of the hidden layer for a design requiring higher dimensionality can be
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Figure 4.3: Topologies for hidden layer. (a) Baseline (b) Folding

massive and hence a concept of resource sharing known as folding [90] is implemented.
Folding is dependent on a value known as folding factor. Folding factor determines the
number of times the hidden layer of the specified size needs to be folded. For example,
a hidden layer with size 1000 and a folding factor of 5 will instantiate 200 neurons in
parallel and sequentially iterate 5 times over it. To ensure on repetitive randomness,
the LFSR seed values for the hidden layer neurons is also changed as a result of
change in the folding factor. Hence, for every block of fold, the LFSR seed values
being initialised for the LFSRs are also updated as a factor of the current fold being
accessed. In this topology, the hidden layer is folded n-times by time sharing resources.
This method leads to throughput degradation and increases latency while significantly
saving on resources. Fig. 4.3 shows an example of how folding is performed. The
instantiated hidden layer neurons are reused and the inputs are sequentially sent over
those neurons again but with a new set of generated weights to avoid repetition.
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Figure 4.4: The RTL of error compute unit, which calculates the output layer neurons’
activation values, the modulatory inputs (error) and the modulatory layer’s activation values.

Once the hidden layer activations have been computed and stored in the block
RAM, the process moves to the error compute unit. The error compute unit is
divided into two sub-modules, namely the output calculator unit in the output layer
and the modulatory activation unit in the modulatory layer. The architecture of
the error compute unit is shown in Fig. 4.4. The output calculator unit computes
the activations of the neurons in the output layer and thus determines the predicted
output of the network based on a winner take all policy among the output neurons.
The predicted output is used to either determine the accuracy of the network while
testing, or used to compute the error with respect to a one hot encoded label vector
and use it for the update of output layer weights while training.
In the output calculator unit, the dot product of the hidden layer neurons’ output vector with their corresponding weights is sequentially computed and then the
accumulated result is passed through a Sigmoid block. The calculated output activations (from the Sigmoid block) are further stored in an output activation register.
The training process starts by inspecting the training flag, wherein if set, causes the
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activations to be sent to the modulatory activation unit.
Based on a training flag, the predicted output is sent to the modulatory activation
unit. The input labels are represented by one-hot encoded vectors and the error is
calculated by subtracting the output activation values from the input labels. The
error computed at every neuron is transferred as input to the modulatory neurons
and thus stored in the modulatory input register. The dot product of the modulatory
inputs with their corresponding weights is computed and the accumulated result is
stored in the modulatory activation register.

4.0.4

Weight Update Unit

The calculated modulatory activations are used to update the weights in the network
and thus the values stored in the register are used in the weight update unit. In the
weight update unit, two sets of weights are updated, the standard hidden to output
layer weights and the modulatory weights. The RTL is represented by Fig. 4.5. The
rule for updating the standard weights requires calculation of the magnitude and
plasticity terms. The magnitude term is computed by reading from the modulatory
activation register and then shifting the activation by n scaling factor which can be
either 1, 2 or 4. It is limited to 4 as increasing the scaling factor does not lead to
a change in the magnitude value due to the approximated Sigmoid operation. The
plasticity term δi j is computed by reading the activations from the hidden activation
memory and the output activation register. The operations on the activations are
performed according to the Equation (3.10). The adaptive learning parameter is
updated by calling a generic function which updates the sign bit, either left or right
shifts the parameter based on the polarity of the weights and the difference between
the activation value of the pre-synaptic and post-synaptic neuron.
The product of δij and the magnitude term updates the weight from the output
weight memory. Since there is one common modulatory activation for all the hidden
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Figure 4.5: The weight update unit’s RTL diagram. This unit updates the standard
weights according to the learning rule.

weights connected or associated to an output neuron, the address for accessing the
elements of the modulatory activation register is incremented only after all the elements from the hidden activation memory have been accessed and used to update
the weights of the current output neuron. The modulatory weights are updated using
a simple delta rule wherein the weights are either incremented or decremented by a
constant tunable parameter. The learning parameter for the modulatory weights is
also updated by the same function used for updating the standard weights.
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Results & Discussion

In the proposed work, the ModNet architecture and the Modulatory trace learning
method are evaluated and tested on different datasets based on the applications. The
ModNet architecture is tested both for its software and the digital implementations.
The ModNet architecture is tested on smaller image recognition datasets for classification while the latter is verified on the Omniglot dataset for one shot classification
task. In this chapter, the proposed algorithms and architectures are analyzed for
performance and efficiency metrics.

5.1

Experimental Setup and benchmarks

Since, the role of this work is to show one aspect of lifelong learning which is learning
in fewer samples and few shots, different spatial datasets are used to test for the functionality of the proving the advantages of modulatory learning rules and mechanisms
for such tasks.
The evaluate the ModNet architecture, the MNIST[40] and Fashion-MNIST[86]
datasets are used to train and test the network. Both the datasets consist of 60000
training and 10000 testing images respectively. The MNIST dataset consists of images of handwritten digits and the Fashion-MNIST dataset consists of 2-D images
of clothes. Both the datasets have 2-D grayscale images of size 28x28 each. Three
versions of the ModNet algorithm are implemented which includes a pure software
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implementation, a hardware emulation of the algorithm and a full scale digital implementation respectively.
The pure software implementation utilizes the standard floating point arithmetic,
standard exponent function in numpy for implementation of activation functions,
and uses the default standard random generator provided by the numpy library. This
implementation is used to find the optimal hyperparameters for the algorithm and
evaluate their respective characteristics. The accuracies are tested with respect to
varying hyperparameters and the ideal configuration is found to be for a network
with 1000 hidden neurons, and moreover it is observed that training for 2 epoch is
enough to attain good performance. Further training does not yield a significant
improvement in performance.
While porting the design on digital hardware, there are few constraints in terms
of bit precision, division operations and other resource and functional constraints like
generation of random numbers, size of the input etc. Hence, a hardware emulation
is created which incorporates these constraints and is tested for performance and
used to search for optimizations in a quicker way. Since, the inputs take one cycle
to read, for reducing the latency, the 28x28 input pixels are resized to 10x10 using
spatial transformations and possible bilinear interpolation[41]. Moreover reducing
the input size, enables having a smaller hidden layer for obtaining the same sparser
hidden representation (i.e same sparsity ratio). Similarly, a fixed point representation
is used for representing the inputs and all the parameters in the network. Since division is a resource expensive operation for digital implementations, a piecewise linear
implementation of the sigmoid is used and moreover random numbers are generated
similar to LFSRs by using xor and shift operations on the fixed point represented
numbers. This implementation allows for checking of comparative metrics in terms of
degradation of accuracy with respect to quantization, checking the proper method for
toggling of seed values for ensuring a non skewed random distribution , and testing
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Table 5.1: Parameter values for the baseline digital architecture of ModNet.

Parameters

Values

INIT LFSR SEED VALUE

575

NO OF INPUT NEURONS

100

NO OF HIDDEN NEURONS

1000

NO OF OUTPUT NEURONS

10

LEARNING RATE1

0.001

INPUT BIT WIDTH

8

LABEL BIT WIDTH

4

HIDDEN LAYER BITSIZE

10

FOLDING FACTOR

1

BETA 1

0.1

BETA 2

0.2

BETA 3

0.001

SCALE

0.007

1 - The learning rate is assigned by passing in an integer value in the range of
(1-1024). Here the binary conversion of the integer value being passed corresponds
to the fractional value in binary representation of the required learning rate.
the error of different approximated activation functions. The digital implementation
allows for a scalable design and the baseline configuration of hyperparamters for the
design is specified in Table 5.1. All the values of the specified parameters can be
updated thus rendering it fully reconfigurable.

5.1.1

One shot pattern classification: Omniglot task

The modulatory trace learning rule is tested for one-shot and few-shot learning on
a much complex task, namely the Omniglot task. The Omniglot dataset [37] was
collected by Brenden Lake and his collaborators at MIT via Amazons Mechanical Turk
to produce a standard benchmark for learning from few examples in the handwritten
character recognition domain. As shown in Fig. 5.1, the omniglot dataset contains
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examples from 50 alphabets ranging from well-established international languages to
lesser known local dialects. It also includes some fictitious character sets such as
Aurek-Besh and Klingon [36] as shown in Figure. 5.2. It consists of a total of 1623
characters with letters in each alphabets varying from about 15 to upwards of 40
characters. Each of these are hand drawn by 20 different people. Moreover, each
character in Omniglot is a 105x105 binary-valued image. Thus the dataset has 1623
classes with 20 (105x105 images) examples per class.

Figure 5.1: The types of characters and data in the omniglot dataset.

The baseline architecture for this task is similar to previous works [81, 20, 53, 51]
which basically consists of a simple yet powerful CNN. Fig. 5.4 shows the baseline
CNN architecture used for one shot learning task. It consists of a stack of modules,
each of which is a 3 × 3 convolution with 64 filters followed by batch normalization , a
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Figure 5.2: The different alphabets in the omniglot dataset.

ReLU non-linear activation function and 2 × 2 max-pooling. The images are resized
to 28 × 28 so that, when 4 modules are stacked, the resulting feature map is 1 × 1
× 64. This output is a 64 sized vector which then feeds into a N-way softmax layer.
Concurrently, the label of the target character is fed as a one-hot encoded value to
this softmax layer, guiding the correct output when a label is present.
The most common way to approach this problem and also used in most of the
previous works for classification is via an N-way,k-shot classification setup. This
problem thus can be formalized as follows: pick N unseen character classes and K
examples examples of each class from those N, independent of the alphabet and let
that set be N,K [81] as shown in Figure 5.3. Then each of these instances together
with the class labels(from 1 to N) are shown to the model. Then a new unlabelled
instance from one of the N classes is shown to the model and the model’s performance
is defined as the model’s accuracy in classifying this unlabelled example. So, the
baseline configuration it is tested for is for N=5 and K=1(five way, one shot learning).

5.1.2

ModNet Algorithm Evaluation

The proposed ModNet architecture is tested for different network configurations on
the MNIST dataset and the Fashion-MNIST datasets. The network is trained for the
configuration of 100(input) × 1000(hidden) × 10 (output and modulatory) neurons.
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Figure 5.3: The sample N way, K-shot problem set. In this figure N is 20 and K is 1. The
network has to be able to classify the unlabelled example from the N character classes.

With this configuration, and the other parameters β1 , β2 , and β3 set to 0.1,0.2 and
0.001 respectively, the network is able to attain a test accuracy of ∼91% while training
for just 2 epochs on the MNIST dataset and ∼81% on the Fashion-MNIST dataset.
As shown in Fig. 5.6, the network is trained only for 2 epochs as it reaches the convergence and the performance saturates after that. Fig. 5.5 shows the performance
of the network with respect to changing hidden layer size and the adaptive learning
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Figure 5.4: The convolutional architecture used as the baseline.The modulatory trace is
applied to the weights connecting the fully connected feature vector to the N-way softmax
layer.
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parameter. The above figure also shows how dimensionality leads to better performance, which correlates well with the biological counterpart in which the mushroom
body projection neurons are lifted in the Kenyon cells. Higher dimensionality results
in a greater feature separation being received from the inputs. On the contrary, the
network performance does not improve significantly after increasing the size of the
hidden layer past 2500 neurons. This is a result of the incapability of the shallow
network to be able to capture certain distinctive features that could be realized by
increasing the depth of the model.

Figure 5.5: The test accuracy of the network trained for 2 epochs (averaged over 5 runs
each) on the MNIST dataset with respect to the number of hidden layer neurons and the
initialized value of the adaptive learning parameter.

One advantage observed by using the modulation based weight update rule is that
the network trains while being exposed to few samples. Fig. 5.7 displays ModNet’s
rapid rate of convergence, as the network requires only 8,000 samples in MNIST and
11,000 samples in Fashion MNIST to converge. Fig. 5.7 also shows the behavior of the
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Figure 5.6: The test accuracy of the network with respect to the number of epochs the
network is trained for.

modulatory activations while training. This behavior portrays the role of modulation
while updating the output weights. Attaining faster convergence is a result of the
effect of modulatory activations on weights in the network which initially tries to
reward and penalize neurons at a much higher rate as compared to the later stages
when learning in the network begins to saturate.
Fig. 5.8 shows the accuracy with respect to the number of samples being trained
on the MNIST dataset. It is compared to an ELM being trained using online learnig
rule via gradient descent. Despite the convergence not being smooth for ModNet, the
modulatory activations are able to better learn the associations between the input
and the output labels being presented to the network. Thus ModNet architecture
along with the learning rule is able to learn dynamically (based on activations and
state of the system and not just the features) which is a necessary component of
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(a)

(b)
Figure 5.7: The accuracy (blue) with respect to the number of samples trained, and the
change in absolute modulatory activation values (red) while training on (a) MNIST (b)
Fashion-MNIST.

dynamic learning systems. To show the efficacy of ModNet in terms of resource and
energy efficiency, the digital architecture is tested and evaluated.

5.1.3

Digital Architecture Results

Since ModNet is a smaller network, that makes it a really good fit for porting it to
small and low power hardware devices (edge devices) and perform on device learning
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Figure 5.8: The accuracy of the network with respect to the number of samples trained
for ModNet and ELM.

on those devices. Therefore, the digital architecture of ModNet is designed on an
FPGA. The network performance on the hardware emulated design and the digital
design are same thus ensuring the correctness of both the implementations.
The digital architecture is tested on both the datasets for a network configuration
of 100 (input) × 1,000 (hidden) × 10 (output and modulatory) neurons. The proposed
architecture is able to attain an accuracy of 90.26% on the MNIST dataset and 80.87%
on the Fashion-MNIST dataset when trained for 2 epochs each while using 16-bit fixed
point precision for the parameters in the network.
The FPGA architecture selected for testing this design is a Virtex-7 (xc7vx690t).
Since the training is on-chip, the design implements custom fixed point adders and
multipliers to achieve maximum scalability. Table 5.2 shows the resource utilization
of the individual building blocks of the digital design. Each hidden neuron has a
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Table 5.2: FPGA resource Utilization of the low level modules

Building Blocks

Utilization
LUT

FF

DSP

Hidden Neuron

228

102

2

Fixed Adder

157

0

0

Fixed Multiplier

44

0

0

Sigmoid

24

0

0

MAC unit along with the sigmoid activation function. Since the hidden neurons
require 228 LUTs, for larger hidden layer sizes, it is unfeasible to fit the network on
smaller FPGAs. Hence, folding is incorporated in the design to make the network
accessible on different kinds of FPGAs depending on the requirement. As depicted
in Fig. 5.9, the design scales linearly with the number of hidden units. Moreover, the
effect of folding on the number of resources is depicted in the figure. However, while
considering processing on the edge, Fig. xx gives insight into the resources required
for training and inference. Based on the RTL diagram, there is a significant part of
processing that does not take place during the inference phase. This pertains to the
fact of not using the error compute and weight update units. The amount of resources
required is similar for both the training and the testing phase. This can be attributed
to the fact that the hidden neurons utilize most of the resources (i.e each neuron
requires 228 LUTs and instantiating 1000 of those increases the resources required to
228000 LUTs).
As shown in the plot in Fig. 5.9, increasing the folding factor decreases the amount
of resources used but increases the latency. For the proposed design, the number of
clock cycles required to compute the hidden activations per sample can be given by
(5.1),
Ncc = Ff (Nin + (Nh /Ff ) + 3) − 1

(5.1)

where, Ff is the folding factor, Nin ,Nh is the number of input neurons and hidden
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Figure 5.9: Resource utilization on the Virtex-7 (xc7vx690t) FPGA with varying folding
factor in the hidden layer with 1,000 neurons.

neurons respectively. Hence, an input layer size of 100 and a Ff of 2 would lead to
104 cycles delay per sample.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.10: (a) Power vs. folding factor at 16-bit precision for 1,000 hidden neurons(b)
Power vs. bit precision with 200 neurons in the hidden layer.

The power consumed is measured with respect to the number of hidden neurons.
As shown in Fig.5.10, the architecture consumes around 4.98 W of dynamic power for
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1,000 hidden neurons. Hence, reducing the hidden layer size almost halves the power
consumed and folding the hidden layer by two would reduce the power to nearly 2.241
W.
Table 5.3: Comparison of ModNet architecture performance on a single task with representative networks.

Features
Accuracy(MNIST)
Accuracy(F-MNIST)c
Epochs
Device
Network Size
LUTs
Power

This Work
90.27%
80.87%
2
XC7VX690T
100×1,000×10
232,311
2.241 W

ELMa
87.46%
75.69%
2
XC7VX690T
100×1,000×10
217,824
2.003 W

DCNNb
95%
XC4VSX35
3 Conv, 2 pool
15 W

a

ELM - Extreme Learning Machine with on-chip training using the
online learning rule.
b
DCNN = Deep Convolutional Neural Network [19] inference with 3
convolution layers (920 K×K kernels) and 2 pooling layers and 1 linear
classifier. On chip training does not fit on the FPGA.
c
FMNIST - The network accuracy on the Fashion-MNIST dataset.
The results shown in Table 5.3 compare the performance metrics of this work
for classification on MNIST and Fashion-MNIST with respect to other representative
implementations for a 16-bit fixed point precision. ModNet trains faster than ELM
while consuming comparable power and is more resource efficient than a Deep-CNN.
There have been further optimizations in CNN architectures and the development of
efficient CNN accelerators has been present. The
The maximum clock frequency for this architecture is 93.02 MHz at 16-bit precision. As shown in Fig. 5.11 An increase in the bit precision (operand/result
bit-width), results in an increase in the parallel routing and LUT resources. This
consequently leads to additional delays in the signal path and a relative decrease in
operating frequency. The number of clock cycles required to train and test ModNet
is given by (5.2).
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Figure 5.11: The maximum operating frequency of the design with respect to the bit
precision.

Ntrain cycles =Nin + 2 × Nh + 4 × Nout
(5.2a)
2

+ 3 × (Nh × Nout ) + 3 × (Nout ) + 9
Ntest cycles =Nin + Nh + Nout + (Nh × Nout ) + 6

(5.2b)

Based on (5.2), the total number of cycles required to train one sample in MNIST
for a network with 1,000 hidden neurons and 16-bit precision is 32,449. At 93 MHz
operating frequency, it takes around 20.9 seconds (nearly 350 µsec/sample) to train
on the entire MNIST dataset. When folding the hidden layer by a factor of 2, an
additional latency of 0.6 seconds is added, while reducing the resources utilized and
power consumed by half.
The proposed digital architecture enables quick learning and is able to classify with
a reasonable accuracy (∼90%) while training for just 2 epochs. This neuromodulation63
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inspired architecture opens the door to future research exploring the relationship
between modulatory neurons and dynamic learning mechanisms.
ModNet is computationally less intensive than the gradient-based backpropagation and allows dynamic processing. ModNet adapts rapidly to changing inputs and
can be beneficial for compute-lite tasks requiring on device dynamic learning. But
one drawback of ModNet is the inability to perform well on non trivial datasets or
tasks. Thus, the modulatory trace learning rule in conjunction with backpropagation
is evaluated on the Omniglot dataset as a non trivial task for one shot and few shot
learning.

5.1.4

Results on Omniglot dataset

Figure 5.12: The inter-quartile range loss curves for the network with a constant modulatory context term (α) and same initial modulatory learning factor term (δ) for all neurons
(yellow) and learning rule with trained α and independent δ terms for all neurons.

The effect of modulatory mechanisms in deeper networks is evaluated for the
task of one shot learning on the omniglot dataset. The modulatory plasticity is
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introduced in the baseline architecture in Fig. 5.4 for the weights connecting the
final feature layer to the softmax layer. The rest of the convolutional embedding does
not have modulatory plasticity associated to it. Thus, across the training episodes,
the convolutional architecture is expected to learn an adequate discriminant between
arbitrary handwritten characters. Meanwhile, the weights between the convolutional
network and the softmax should learn to memorize associations between observed
patterns and outputs, which are directly influenced by the modulatory context and
the labels when these are present. Similar to previous works [51, 20, 53], the dataset
is divided into 1523 classes for training and 100 classes for testing. The network
is trained using an Adam optimizer with a learning rate of 3x10−5 , multiplied by
2/3 every 100000 episodes) over 500000 episodes. To evaluate the final performance,
multiple models with different random seed initialization are trained and then tested
on the previously unseen classes for 100 episodes.
The advantage of using modulatory plasticity in the network is displayed in Fig.
5.12. As shown in Fig. 5.12, having a independent initial δ coefficients for each
connection and updating the α term based on Equation 3.16 results in an improvement
of performance. This is because having different initial delta values for the connections
allow for more structure in the connections locally and increase the spread while being
optimized using gradient descent. And having the alpha updated with every sample
during training allows for understanding the global context of the system in response
to the inputs. The network is able to achieve an average overall accuracy of 98.8%
across 5 runs.
To understand how one shot learning networks train and how the loss varies while
being exposed to new distributions of inputs in a N-way,k-shot learning task, the
moving average of median loss, and the mean loss across the training procedure is
visualised. Fig. 5.13 shows the moving average of the loss across one full run. The
mean is calculated across points after different milestones which is set to after every
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Figure 5.13: The moving average of the median loss across one full run.

Figure 5.14: The moving average of the median loss across one 4 runs with different
random initialization.
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Figure 5.15: The mean loss for one full run. The mean is taken across losses after every
50000 episodes.

Figure 5.16: The mean loss for multiple runs. The mean is taken across losses after every
50000 episodes.
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50000 episodes. The average loss is computed and saved after every 100 episodes to
create a total loss matrix. The median of losses along the milestone axis is computed
and the moving average along those mean values is plotted. The overall median loss
decreases as the network is trained more. This is represented in the Fig. 5.14, where
the loss across multiple runs is displayed. This plot shows how one shot learning task
does not have a standard loss gradient on being exposed to more samples as the way
of training involves exposure to new set of inputs every time. Moreover, the loss plots
also match the results as the loss with the initialization in red curve gets an accuracy
of 97% while the better converging ones are able to achieve an accuracy of 100%.
To show the proper loss plot, Fig. 5.15 represents how the loss actually varies
during the training phase. The repeated spikes in the loss is due to the way the
network is trained. Since, there are 1523 classes and 5 classes are randomly selected
and even randomly permuted and rotated, the high loss scenarios occur mostly when
the randomly selected samples are almost similar. Thus, the loss shoots up in some
places as a result of being exposed to new and difficult episodes in the sense that
the the 5 samples sent are have very few distinctive features and thus learning the
associations might be difficult in that case. This type of learning is consistent across
multiple runs with different random initialization as shown in the Fig. 5.16.
Table 5.4: 20-way and 5-way, 1-shot and 5-shot classification accuracies on Omniglot
dataset

Method
Memory Networks[69]
DP[51]
MAML[20]
SNAIL[53]
Matching Networks[81]
ProtoNets[73]
MetaNets[55]
This work

5-Way Omniglot
1-shot
5-shot
82.8%
94.9%
98.3%
98.7%
99.9%
99.07%
99.78%
98.1%
98.9%
97.4%
98.4%
98.9%
98.8%
99.15%

20-Way Omniglot
1-shot
5-shot
95.8%
98.9%
97.64%
99.36%
93.8%
98.5%
96%
98.9%
97.1%
95.62%
98.7%
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The results in Table. 5.4 show the performance of the proposed network as compared to the performances reported in the recent papers. All the reports make use
of the baseline convolutional network that has been used in this work also. The accuracy of the model is almost similar to the computationally intensive MAML[20]
approach which optimizes for the loss function using gradient descent. The results
are almost similar to the Matching networks[81], Differentiable Plastic[51] networks
and Meta network[55]. The results reported in SNAIL[53] outperform all the other
networks and are currently state of the art but the difference is barely significant.
The SNAIL approach trains a whole temporal convolutional layer and causal layers
on top of the baseline convolutional embedding leading to an significant increase in
the number of parameters. But the proposed network performs significantly well and
is able to attain near state of the art accuracy for an additional 325(65×N, with N=5)
parameters while the network has a total of 111,426 parameters as reported in one
of the previous works[51]. Thus having modulatory trace rule in the network enables
one shot learning on the omniglot dataset. Thus, the results show that incorporating modulatory mechanisms in the neural networks enable computationally efficient
dynamic learning in neural networks and thus can be used as substrates in creating
lifelong learning systems.
Note- Due to computing time for training, the results for the omniglot dataset on
multiple runs will be added in the later drafts once the runs are finished.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Work

6.1

Conclusion

This work shows that incorporating neuromodulatory mechanisms in neural networks
is an effective way towards realizing dynamic learning systems that are able to learn
associations and discrimination in the input based on a context. The main contributions of this work are the design of an architecture and adaptive learning rules to
introduce modulatory dynamics in the neural networks. The designed architecture
uses simple plasticity rules with a modulatory control mechanism for learning instead
of using backpropagation. The ModNet architecture is capable of learning quickly
and from exposure to few samples. This architecture is realized in digital hardware
and thus finds applications in systems requiring learning on the edge. This work
also introduces a neuromodulation-inspired method to train networks to self-modify
their weights. This is made possible by having modulation and plasticity mechanisms
in conjunction with gradient descent approaches like backpropagation. These simple
plasticity mechanisms when added on top of conventional gradient descent approaches
are able to solve non trivial tasks like one shot learning of different human written
characters.
Several experiments are performed to demonstrate the efficacy of using neuromodulation in different ways in neural networks. ModNet, a shallow 3 layered network is
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able to train on the entire MNIST and Fashion-MNIST dataset in just 2 epoch and
is able to reach convergence in exposure to nearly 8000 samples of MNIST and 12000
samples of Fashion-MNIST. The digital implementation of the ModNet architecture
is able to train the entire MNIST dataset in 22 seconds while consuming ¡ 1W power.
Furthermore, the use of modulatory trace learning rule with backpropagation is able
to achieve an accuracy of 98.8% on the non trivial one shot learning task on the Omniglot dataset for an additional 325 trainable parameters. These experiments prove
that these compact and simple meta learning approaches via neuromodulation can
outperform and perform as well as current computationally intensive methods. Thus,
it opens up a new and exciting avenue for research in the direction of incorporating
neuromodulation in neural networks.

6.2

Future Work

There are several aspects in modulatory inspired systems that need to be explored
in the future. In the brain, modulation occurs at multiple scales and multiple places
in a continuous fashion. This opens up an avenue for looking towards systems with
multiple modulatory signals wherein each signal affects the network in a different
way. Neuromodulation synchronizes really well with stimulus-response based systems
or traditionally reinforcement learning systems. It would be interesting to see how
modulation can help an agent in the environment respond to novel inputs and sudden
or unexpected changes which is significant in the context of lifelong learning.
Moreover, while looking at insect brain as a model for learning on the edge, the
digital implementation of the ModNet architecture can be made even more efficient
by introducing pipelining between different modules i.e between the hidden layer and
the output layer. Moreover, a design that gives reconfigurability in the number of
layers in the design can be implemented to solve non trivial problems. That would be
complemented by designing specialized components like multi port RAM’s to enable
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multiple reads and writes at once (more than 2). Moreover, a detailed analysis can be
performed for figuring out the essential components that a lifelong learning hardware
would require which current systems do not emphasize on.
The learning rules also need to be further analysed to make it a standard rule
that could be used to train networks for solving different types of problems and in
different scenarios. Example, a model agnostic rule that can be added to a RNN,
a RL based algorithm and image classification based CNNs. This would be a good
solution to the meta learning or learning to learn problem.
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Table 6.1: Parameter ranges for using the IP core of ModNet.

Parameters
INIT LFSR SEED VALUE
NO OF INPUT NEURONS
NO OF HIDDEN NEURONS
NO OF OUTPUT NEURONS

6.3

Ranges
0 - 1000
1 - 2IN P U T
1 - 2HIDDEN

BIT W IDT H

LAY ER BIT SIZE

1 - 2LABEL BIT

LEARNING RATE1

1-1024

INPUT BIT WIDTH

1 - 32

LABEL BIT WIDTH

1-8

HIDDEN LAYER BITSIZE

1 - 16

W IDT H

Q

0 - (N-1)

N

1 - 27

FOLDING FACTOR

1 - 210

BETA 1

1 - 1024

BETA 2

0 - 1024

BETA 3

0 - 1024

SCALE

0 - 1024

Appendix

Table 6.1 specifies the valid ranges of values for the network hyperparameters that can
be initialized for the IP core. The initial LFSR seed value is used to set the random
seed for the for the weights generated in the hidden layer and the output layer. The
hidden layer has multiple parallel initialization of neurons with each generating a
random weight via an LFSR. Having the same initial seed for all the neurons will
generate the same weights thus leading to mirrored weights. To avoid that, every
neuron is assigned a different random seed by incrementing the seed value based
on the neuron number or id and the initial seed value assigned by the user. The
number of neurons in the input layer, hidden layer and, the output layer is directly
dependent on the input bit width, the hidden layer bitsize and the label bit width
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respectively. Q and N correspond to the number of bits representing the fractional and
decimal part in the fixed-point representation. Thus, the above 5 parameters enable
in dynamic register and variable sizing thus making the design efficient in terms of
usage of resources. The Folding Factor corresponds to the value of the number of
folds required for the hidden layer. The folding factor should be a multiple of the
size of the hidden layer, or else the number of times the hidden layer folded will be
equal to the quotient of dividing the folding factor to the hidden layer size. The
parameters, learning rate, beta 1, beta 2, beta 3 and scale are fractional values but
for the ease of representation can be adjusted in the range of 0/1-1024. The precision
for the fractional part in representing these parameters is 10 bits. Thus, the binary
conversion of the integer value specified by the user correspond to the fractional part
of the original value required. For example, for a design with 10-bit fractional part,
the learning rate of 0.001 would correspond to 0.0000000001 in binary and 1 can be
set as the parameter for learning rate for the provided case. Similarly, for a value
of 0.07, the fixed point representation would be 0.0001000111, and while converting
the last 10 bits to decimal, the value becomes 71. The above description specifies the
constraints to be though about while using this IP, and outlines the methods to set
the parameter values.
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Glossary

mushroom body
A section in the insects’ brain that processes sensory information and responds
to stimuli.
plasticity
Ability of the brain or connections in the brain to change throughout time.
synapse
A connection between two neurons in the brain. Corresponds to weights in the
ANNs.
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